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DYNAMIC CONTROL OF HIGH-SPEED TRAIN FOLLOWING OPERATION

ABSTRACT

Both safety and efficiency should be considered in high-speed train following control. The real-time calculation of dynamic safety following distance is used by the following train to understand the quality of its own following behaviour. A new velocity difference control law can help the following train to adjust its own behaviour from a safe and efficient steady-following state to another one if the actual following distance is greater than the safe following distance. Meanwhile, the stopping control law would work for collision avoidance when the actual following distance is less than the safe following distance. The simulation shows that the dynamic control of actual inter-train distance can be well accomplished by the behavioural adjustment of the following train, and verifies the effectiveness and feasibility of our presented methods for train following control.
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1. INTRODUCTION

High-speed train inevitably adjusts its own behaviour in the process of its own following operation according to the route conditions and the dynamic following situation between them, or the control commands of train operation. Because the braking distance of a train varies with its own speed, safe following distance will also change with the velocities of the following and preceding trains. High-speed train following control would undoubtedly help to improve the quality of train movement, make full use of transport potential of the railway line, and further raise the transportation efficiency.

Nowadays, more attention has been paid to the control of train following operation in the railway field, but the field of view is mainly limited to the fixed block system and the semi-moving block system. In [1], the cellular automata were applied to the modelling, simulation of train following operation to find the laws of train following control. Reference [2] presented a calculation method of braking mode curve of high-speed train at a velocity of more than 250 km/h. Reference [3] proposed the emergency braking curves for train following operation of urban rail transit in worst cases, and discussed the ways to reduce the minimum train following distance under moving block system. Actually, in the process of train following operation, the separation distance between two trains always changes dynamically with their speeds. A constant safe distance cannot help train following system to move safely and efficiently. On the other hand, it is also unrealistic for the following train to abide unchangeably by a continuous one-step braking curve under a certain following speed in the complex and moving environment. The following train must assess the present situation and adjust its own behaviour according to the assessment results in order that the dynamic control of actual following distance can promote the safer and more efficient train operation. In contrast, the highway traffic field has a longer study history on vehicle following control, during which many models, such as the General Motors model [4], the model of safe following distance [5, 6] and the optimal velocity model [7], appear one after another. Jiang et al. [8] first built the full velocity difference model to overcome the shortage of the generalized force model [9] in describing the time delay, the phase transition of traffic flow and the evolution of traffic congestion. Reference [10] presented a model of car following based on full velocity difference and full acceleration difference and obtained good simulation results. In [11] the correlation coefficient was introduced into the optimal velocity difference model for its optimization, but yet no practical
and effective solution to determine the correlation coefficients dynamically. Gong et al. [12] proposed an asymmetric full velocity difference car-following model to reduce the safety risks in the generalized force model and the full velocity difference model, which would probably lead to a situation in which the following vehicle would not slow down even if the distance between the leading and the following vehicles is extremely short. Desjardins and Chaib-draa [13] studied a desired trajectory through the state space (the headway, the headway derivative, the front-vehicle acceleration) realized by the time-sequence of the behavioural adjustment strategies from the action space (a braking action, a gas action, a “no-op” action). The safe following distance (called “safe inter-distance” in [14]) can be used to evaluate and improve the quality of vehicular behaviour. Somda and Cormerais [14] attached importance to the dynamic calculation of safe following distance in their study of vehicular auto-adaptive intelligent cruise control system, where the relative braking mode was used to calculate the safe inter-distance. Unfortunately, there is lack of clarity on the dynamic calibration of safe inter-distance under the relative braking mode when the preceding vehicle is speeding up. Moon et al. [15] studied the design, tuning and evaluation methods of a full-range adaptive cruise control system with collision avoidance; a necessary measure can be provided to evaluate the implementation of “safety first” principle. Moreover, the term “full-range” presented in [15] may be able to give a direction to the future study of vehicle following control and vehicular adaptive cruise control.

The efficiency is another optimization objective of vehicle following control besides safety. In some literature, the “efficiency” was defined as the level of energy consumption [16, 17]. Here, the “efficiency” is defined as the utilization level of the line transport capacity by vehicle following system, that is to say, the actual following distance should be a little longer than the dynamic safety following distance at any time in the process of vehicle following operation.

The above mentioned research results provide much more consideration to train following control. However, the elaborations were not given for the following vehicle to realize the real-time tracking of dynamic safety following distance. On the other hand, there is not a widespread concern over high-speed train following control of future railway moving block system. In general, high-speed train moves at a speed greater than 250 km/h, even up to 380 km/h. Focusing on the “moving” and “changing length” features of train following distance in railway moving block system, some explorations and attempts are made in the real-time calibration of dynamic safe following distance within the full-range velocities and the dynamic control of train following distance for safety and efficiency.

2. SAFE FOLLOWING DISTANCE AND ITS CALCULATION

2.1 Definition of safe following distance

Safe following distance is one of the important basic data for the scientific behavioural adjustments of high-speed train. In order to make full use of the line transport capacity, here, “safe following distance” under different following velocity is defined as the standard values, which should be a minimum following distance kept by the following train from the preceding train, and can help the following train to travel safely, efficiently and smoothly (comfort).

2.2 Calculation of safe following distance

The safe following distance can be calculated under the absolute or relative braking mode. Under the absolute braking mode, the following train can use its own current position and velocity, as well as the current tail position of the preceding train to calculate the target-distance braking curve at the normal or worst case for its own behavioural adjustments. In turn, the target-distance braking curve can also be used to calculate and determine the dynamic safety following distance for the following train to move safely and efficiently. In the relative braking mode, not only the tail position of the preceding train but also its behavioural adjusting strategy are regarded as important data for the determination of the target-distance braking curve and the calculation of dynamic safety following distance. We can see that under the same following velocity, the safe following distance of the relative braking mode is shorter than that of the absolute braking mode, and as result, more efficient than the latter. However, in the view of the complexity of the relative braking mode applied to train following control, our discussions about the calculation of safe following distance and train following control will be confined only to the absolute braking mode.

According to the achievements of Zimmermann and Hommel [18] in train control system, the calculation of train following distance can be seen in Figure 1, where $S_{safe}$ is safe following distance between the leader and the follower.

![Figure 1 - Train following distance](image)
S_{Safe} can be expressed as follows [18]:
\[ S_{Safe} = S_{Deadline} + S_{Package} + S_{BrakingDistance} + S_{Error} \]  
(1)
where \( S_{Deadline} \) is the distance travelled by the following train within the time deadlines of its registering to RBC, \( S_{Package} \) is the distance travelled by the following train within the converted communication time, \( S_{BrakingDistance} \) is the train braking distance, and \( S_{Error} \), the error of spatial interval calculation and control, is taken as 50 metres. Additionally, \( S_{TrainLength} \) is the train length with a typical value of 410 metres [18].

For a train, the greater its following velocity is, the farther its braking distance will be. But the increase of safety often implies that the line transport capacity cannot be utilized very well. Therefore, the actual following distance \( S \) must be equal to or slightly greater than \( S_{safe} \) at any time in the process of train following operation. Only in this way can the safety and efficiency of the train following operation be ensured and the spatiotemporal margins for the recovery of the normal train organization from the disorder provided.

3. DYNAMIC CONTROL OF TRAIN FOLLOWING DISTANCE

3.1 Dynamic calibration of safe following distance

Due to the demands of train following control for safety and efficiency, the train following distance under any following situations has its own optimal value. Based on [18-21], the fitting function of \( S_{safe} \) changing with the velocity \( V_2 \) of Train2 can be obtained as in (2).
\[ S_{safe} = 0.81 \times V_2^2 + 48.72 \times V_2 + 281.60 \]  
(2)

Clearly, \( S_{safe} \) increased with the rising of \( V_2 \) velocity. It can be used by Train2 to calculate the dynamic safe following distance in real time under the absolute braking mode. According to the principle of “safety first”, at any time and any speed, the behavioural adjustments of Train2 must be binding subject to the fulfilment of the following conditions.
\[ S \geq S_{safe} \]  
(3)

At the same time, the train following system would move in poor efficiency if the value of \( S - S_{safe} \) was too high. Therefore, sometimes the dynamic safe following distance implies track resistances and sometimes it implies track attractions for the reasonable adjustment of the following train’s behaviour.

3.2 Control model of train following operation

The diagram of high-speed train operation control can be seen in Figure 2, where \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) are the accelerations of Train1 and Train2, respectively; \( V_0 \) and \( V_2 \) are the initial velocities of Train1 and Train2, respectively; \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \) are the present velocities of Train1 and Train2, respectively; \( S_0 \) and \( S_2 \) are the initial positions of Train1 and Train2, respectively; \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) are the present positions of Train1 and Train2, respectively.

As shown in Figure 2, the behavioural adjustment of Train1 or Train2 must be realized respectively by its own acceleration, i.e. train unit resultant force. Besides the dynamic information of route conditions and the control command from railway station or train control centre, Train2 must regard the operation states of Train1 and Train2, the current following distance and the current safety following distance between them as the important source data to calculate and determine its own next step behaviour scientifically.

3.3 Control strategy of train following operation

Here, a safe and efficient steady-following state is regarded as the initial state of the train following system. Train2 should adapt its own behavioural adjustment to the behavioural change of Train1.

When Train1 speeds up, \( S > S_{safe} \) will become true and means the line transport capacity cannot be fully utilized by the current state of train following operation. Train2 should speed up to reduce the distance from Train1 until a new safe and efficient steady-following state is re-established.

When Train1 slows down or stops in emergency, the actual following distance would be less than the safe following distance if Train2 continues travelling at the constant velocity, i.e. \( S < S_{safe} \). In order to eliminate the risk of collision, Train2 should slow down or stop immediately, and the current actual distance \( S \) between two trains can be viewed as its stopping distance.

Certainly, Train2 would not change its behaviour if Train1 kept its constant velocity forward. So the old safe and efficient steady-following state with \( S = S_{safe} \) will be maintained until it is broken.
3.4 Control laws of train behavioural adjustment

1) Control law 1

The safe and efficient steady-following state is broken by the behavioural adjustment of the preceding train. If \( S > S_{\text{Safe}} \), Train2, the following train, will adjust its own behaviour to reach a new safe and efficient steady-following state. The control law of train behavioural adjustment will help Train2 to travel safely and efficiently.

By (2), we get

\[
\frac{d S_{\text{Safe}}}{dt} = \frac{d}{dV_2} S_{\text{Safe}} \times \frac{dV_2}{dt}.
\]  

(4)

By the safety consideration to train following operation, we can get

\[ S_1 - S_2 - S_{\text{train length}} \geq S_{\text{Safe}}. \]  

(5)

By (4) and (5), we can get the control law of Train2 behavioural adjustment in dt time.

\[ a_2 = -\frac{V_1 - V_2}{\frac{d}{dV_2} S_{\text{Safe}}} \]  

(6)

Considering the utilization level of line transport capacity, we take

\[ a_2 = \frac{V_1 - V_2}{S_{\text{Safe}}} \]  

(7)

In comparison with [8] and [9], the new velocity difference equation (see (7)) can track dynamic safety following distance better. Thus, the control law can be expressed as follows:

\[
a_2 = \frac{V_1 - V_2}{1.62 \times V_2 + 48.72}\]

\[
t = 1.62 \times V_2 + 48.72
\]  

(8)

where the current speed \( V_2 \) of Train2 is viewed as the initial velocity of Train2 behavioural adjustment, the current velocity \( V_1 \) of Train1 as the final velocity of Train2 behavioural adjustment, and \( t \) is the maximum time of Train2 behavioural adjustment.

For the convenience of dynamic calculation and computer control, Equation (8) is written in a discrete form as follows:

\[
a_2(k) = \frac{V_1(k) - V_2(k)}{1.62 \times V_2(k) + 48.72} \]

\[
t(k) = 1.62 \times V_2(k) + 48.72
\]  

(9)

where \( k \) denotes the \( k^{th} \) sampling period.

It is clear that the sampling period is far less than parameter \( t(k) \) in (9). Here, parameter \( t(k) \) is just regarded as a theoretical constraint for every behavioural adjustment of the following train.

From (9), we can assert that the new velocity difference control equation can enable train following system enter into a (new) steady-following distance, which would be a safe steady-following state if the initial state of the train following system is safe. On the other hand, Equation (9) is built on the basis of the fitting function of dynamic safety following distance changing with the velocity of the following train. Therefore, the following train can adjust its own behaviour according to (9) for the establishment of a new safe and efficient steady-following state from an old one. Based on the rational principle of human being, a reasonable initial state is necessary for anyone of the train following control system.

2) Control law 2

If Train1 does not change its own behaviour, the safe and efficient steady-following state should be maintained to ensure the train following system to move in safety and efficiency. In this case, Train2 does not exert any control to adjust its own behaviour.

3) Control law 3

When the safe and efficient steady-following state is broken by the deceleration of Train1 and \( S < S_{\text{Safe}} \), collision would occur if Train2 does not take a corresponding measure of slowing down in time. Theoretically, the control law of Train2 behavioural adjustments can be also calculated according to (9), but due to the behavioural adjustment of Train2 lagging behind that of Train1, if the decreasing trend of the train following distance spreads continuously, especially when \( S < S_{\text{Safe}} \), the crash risk of train following operation will increase largely. Here, according to the principle of “safety first”, the actual following distance between trains must be controlled efficiently to avoid the collision.

According to Newton Kinematic Theorem, we can get the corresponding control law:

\[
a_2 = -\frac{V_2^2}{2 \times S} \]

\[
t = \frac{2 \times S}{V_2}
\]  

(10)

where \( t \) is the maximum time of Train2 behavioural adjustment.

Equation (10) can be also written in a discrete form below:

\[
a_2(k) = -\frac{V_2^2(k)}{2 \times S(k)} \]

\[
t(k) = \frac{2 \times S(k)}{V_2(k)}
\]  

(11)

The following train can take the control law shown in (11) to adapt the behavioural change of the preceding train during every sampling period. On the other hand, the fact of the sampling period far less than \( t(k) \) would ensure the safety of train following control in real time. In practice, according to the “safety first” principle, we do not have to calculate the control law in every sampling time.

In general, data acquisition and computing are very fast. Train2 follows the “safety-first” principle to slow
down and stop, while its behavioural adjustment is far from over; the evaluation of the train following behaviour and the calculation of control law for the next step behavioural adjustment of Train2 have begun or have already been implemented. Thus, the behavioural adjustment of Train2 can keep in step with the dynamic evolution of the train following situation, reflecting the characteristics of the real-time and dynamic control for its own safe and efficient following operation.

4. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

Suppose that Train2 travels in pace with Train1 at a uniform speed of 300 km/h and a constant distance of 10,965.40 meters; Train1 first speeds up at an acceleration of 0.2 m/s$^2$; when the speed of Train1 reaches 350 km/h, Train1 will maintain this constant speed to travel for 60 seconds; then, Train1 slows down and stops with a constant acceleration of -0.8m/s$^2$. The description of Train1 behaviour is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3 - V-t curve of Train1 and Train2](image)

*Figure 3 - V-t curve of Train1 and Train2*

Figure 4 reflects the calculation of the control law of Train2 behavioural adjustments. The behavioural adjustments of Train2 corresponding to that of Train1 can be seen in Figures 3, 5 and 6.

As seen in Figure 5 and Figure 6, Train2 can adjust its own behaviour according to its own current speed and the current safety following distance to make the actual following distance between two trains be adjusted dynamically and rationally. As result, safe and efficient train following operation can be achieved by our control method based on the dynamic calibration of the safe following distance.

In Europe, Japan and China, advanced train control systems take the “distance-to-go” technology [22, 23], which does not involve the real-time calibration of dynamic safety following distance at any following velocity from 0 km/h to 500 km/h in the complex transport environment.

![Figure 4 - Control laws of Train2](image)

*Figure 4 - Control laws of Train2*

![Figure 5 - Velocity-distance curves of Train1 and Train2](image)

*Figure 5 - Velocity-distance curves of Train1 and Train2*

![Figure 6 - Safety of train following operation](image)

*Figure 6 - Safety of train following operation*

![Figure 7 - The “distance-to-go” curve](image)

*Figure 7 - The “distance-to-go” curve*

As shown in Figure 7, the following train moves according to the “distance-to-go” curve under the premise of it travelling at a regulation maximum velocity permitted by the railway line. Obviously, the “distance-to-go” technology can undoubtedly ensure the safety of
train following operation. However, how to ensure that the following train moves in safety and efficiency under the complex following situation? Clearly, the pure “distance-to-go” technology would not be up to the task. For example, it cannot improve the train following efficiency when the safe and efficient steady-following state is broken by the speeding up of the preceding train. Comparatively speaking, in the presented methods the real-time safe following distance can be used to evaluate the quality of train following operation, and then the following train can adjust its own behaviour scientifically according to the evaluation results to move in safety and efficiency.

In addition, most study results currently focus on the vehicle following control with the following velocity being less than 120 km/h. The simulation shows that our presented method is suitable to the vehicle following control under the condition of higher following velocity.

5. CONCLUSION

The braking distance of a train is closely related to the performance, the current velocity and the braking strategy of its own. High-speed train should abide by the standards of the braking distance and the following distance under different following velocities. In the CBTC-Based (Communication-Based Train Control) moving block system, the information such as the performance parameters, the operation status, the positions and the control strategies of the preceding and the following trains, etc. can be transmitted between each other by wireless communication. Therefore, the construction of a train control strategy library will help to enrich the control techniques and raise the level of train following control, and further improve the quality of train following operation in the complex railway transportation environment. If the industry authority and the related academic society could give the standards of the braking distance of high-speed train with different decelerating strategy under different following velocity, (not just the braking distance in emergency), it would not only create a better condition for academics to study high-speed train following control more comprehensively and more thoroughly, but also help to regulate and lead the development of locomotive and train industry.
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